New releases include Brel, Plato, Pops

By Barry Misluck

"The Pops Goes West." Therea few similar ones, and stuck them up," found twelve reasonably fact, this disk sounds as if the

Pistrin's performances. As always the playing is pleasant, unforced, and suitable to eat, sleep, or forget by.

By Peter Lindseth

There's a new record out with a script dating back to 103 B.C., the monologues of Socrates as recorded by Plato set to a jazz accompaniment by Fred Katz. The "Golden Age of Greece" is kept vibrant by this Warner Brothers record entitled "Journey's into the Mind," narrated by Sidney Poitier.

The topics include those well known to past Greek Tradition students, e.g. The Philosopher-King Must Rule, Our World is a Cave, and The Penis in Death. With the latter speech, the listener realizes the great love of mankind and of intellectual pursuits that Socrates had. The record captivates feeling and attention to a sense of hope. Although this album is not one to be listened to again and again, it is nonetheless a worthwhile combination of jazz and philosophy.

Bottom line: If we Only Have Time

The four singers in this two-part set, Shuma, Shama, Shana, Steve Pentergart, do more than justice to their material, Miss Stone, in particular, who is enchanted in every sense of the songs, turns seven beauteously colored experiences.

The latest from the Boston Jazz Quarterly and RCA Victor is a potent version of western themes called "The Pops Goes West." There are nine numbers, most arranged by Richard Hayman, and all in the present exhibiting parts familiar schmaltz. Here is emphasis on the straight and slight, taking in the melodies that is eminence of "Pops extra." In Exeter, Steve Pentergart puts the up down at Symphony Hall and just sort out their "ex-" and you've not more malleable, and steel them and sort out their "ex-"

Familiar is the word for HILTON SLEEK CO.

"Take a punch in the chest!"

LOWE & PINTER'S "ACCIDENT!"

280, 8-5, 9-0, plus "SAGA"

SNEAKS on the "stakeout" made in "Night-Out" (gray Yachts)

MATTIE CO.


ON CAMPUS!

Fresh sports

Racquetmen squeak by Exeter

By Dan Swift

The newly-named Phillips Academy tennis team squeaked by Exeter Saturday in a 5-4 thriller that went down to the last match. At the end of singles competition, MIT was leading 4-0. Bill Jacob, Steve Cross, Gene Thomas, and Ron Schloss all won their matches. Steve Gottlieb, playing Flits singles lost a very tight one to Dave Fish, while Peter Briggs dropped one in three sets to Chris Lawrence. The Senior-Briggs duo then dropped their third doubles match, while Jacob and Thomas at first doubled put up a gallant effort but lost their match to Exeter in three sets. It was now all up to Cross and Gottlieb, who had won their first set 6-3 and dropped their second one 6-7. They came back strong to take the set 6-4 and give Tech its fourth straight win over Exeter.

Tennis acid in the air

Despite some strong individual performances, the tennis team was defeated by Governor Dummer Academy by a 4-5 4-0 score. Bruce Daniels once again had an excellent day, sweeping both his 100 yard dash and the 220. His time in the 220 was a fast 22.0, MIT won both the one and two mile races, with Bob Homer and Pete Innell respectively. A.J. Knyzszyk captured MIT's fifth first place with a win in the high hurdles.

Stirring scene

Facing a more experienced group from Phillips' Exeter, the Lacrosse team went down to defeat 10-9. Tech got the first two goals and were leading 2-0 after six minutes of the first quarter. At this point Exeter took control of the ball game, MIT played well in spite of 

You'll get more than a tan at Hilton Swingles Week in San Juan.

As little as $145 complete.

The girls you'll meet there are half your vacation fun. That's the point of Hilton Swingles Week: seven days and six nights in San Juan dreamed up to help single swinger meet single swinger.

Start your Swingles Week at the San Jeronimo Hilton in the Caribe Hotel. Arrive any day from May 1st to December 15th. Have a welcome room cocktail with your Swingle date and we'll pick up the tab. Then go-go-go at both of these luxury resorts. Every Sunday there's a rum cocktail party at the San Jeronimo Hilton for Swingles from both hotels, followed by a Fort Rico buffett barbecue with limbo dancing and a steel band. Bring a Swingle date, or meet one here, it is an informal as walking up and saying "hallo." But, don't tell yourself down.

Rates are thrifty. At the San Jeronimo Hilton $145 per person May 1st to December 15th. At the Caribe Hilton $145 per person, or $154 for person July 1st through September 3rd. (All rates double occupancy.) If you're traveling alone, arrangements can be made to share a double room with a fellow Swingle. Rates include your choice from expert à la carte breakfast and dinner menus. Want to stay more than a week? Extra-night rates are low. Swing in San Juan at a Hilton Swingles Week. Send for your Swingles Week brochure now. Where else can two swing as cheaply as one? If for reservations call your travel agent, any Hilton hotel, or Hilton Reservation Service.
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